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ABSTRACT 
This master´s thesis is focused on proving the effects of different exhaust gas recirculation 
architectures on turbocharged gasoline engines. Simulations were made in thermodynamic 
simulation software GT-Power. It starts with comparing the effects of different exhaust gas 
recirculation architectures on the steady-state simulations, mainly from the fuel consumption 
aspect, which are later implemented into the transient models running emission test cycles. 
At the end of the thesis are described impacts of exhaust gas recirculation on the function of 
three-way catalyst and function of the turbocharger. 

KEYWORDS 
EGR, low-pressure EGR, high-pressure EGR, WLTC, three-way catalyst, emissions, 
exhalations, test cycles, GT-Power, turbocharged gasoline engine, boosting, vehicle model, 
engine knock, reduction of pumping loses, simulations 

ABSTRAKT 
Táto diplomová práca je zameraná na preukazovanie vplyvov rôznych architektúr spätnej 
recirkulácie spalín na preplňované benzínové motory. Simulácie boli vytvorené v 
termodynamickom simulačnom programme GT-Power. Práca začína porovnávaním vplyvov 
spätnej recirkulácie na ustálené stavy motora, najmä z hľadiska spotreby, ktoré sú následne 
implementované do tranzientných modelov, simulujúc emisné testovacie cykly. Na konci 
práce sa venujem vplyvom spätnej recirkulácie na funkciu oxidačno-redukčného katalyzátora 
a na funkciu turbodúchadla. 

KĽÚČOVÉ SLOVÁ 
EGR, nízko-tlaká recirkulácia výfukových spalín, vysokotlaká recirkulácia výfukových 
spalín, WLTC, oxidačno-redukčný katalyzátor, emisie, GT-Power, testovacie cykly, 
preplňovaný benzínový motor, preplňovanie, model vozidla, klepanie motoru, redukcie 
sacích strát, simulácie 
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INTRODUCTION 
Internal combustion engines used in today’s car production can be selected into two main 
groups by the principle of ignition of mixture in the cylinder. One of them are compression 
ignited engines where the temperature needed for ignite mixture in the cylinder is achieved by 
the rise of temperature during the compression move of the cylinder. Fuel is transported into 
the cylinder during the move of the piston just before the top dead center, when the temperature 
rises over ignition temperature of the fuel, thanks to the heat generated during fast compression. 
Due to temperature higher than is ignition temperature of the fuel, fuel burns immediately after 
is transported into the cylinder and don´t have to be mixed with air in stoichiometric ratio. Final 
pressure during combustion and so on power or torque of the engine is regulated by the amount 
of injected fuel into the cylinder. During the cycle, every cylinder aspires full amount of air, so 
there is no need for any throttling of flowing air. These engines mostly use as fuel diesel, so 
they are called diesel engines. Power of engine is regulated by the quality of the aspired mixture.  
Others are engines where the fuel mixture is ignited by the high temperature generated by a 
spark. Spark is generated between two electrodes of spark plug inserted into the cylinder. These 
engines require a stoichiometric mixture of fuel and air for ignition ability and best emission 
production results. Due to this fact, incoming airflow to the engine must be throttled and the 
amount of injected fuel depends on current airflow. Final pressure during combustion and so 
on power or torque is regulated by the amount of aspired fuel and air mixture to the cylinder – 
quantity aspired mixture engine. These engines mostly use gasoline or gas as fuel, so they are 
called gasoline engines. This master’s thesis is focused on simulating different ways of 
recirculation of cooled exhaust gases of turbocharged gasoline engines, to eliminate pressure 
loss during throttling engines at low loads and knock prevents during high loads of engine. 
Simulations are processed in 1D thermodynamic software GT-Power. 
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1 ENGINE AS PART OF THE VEHICLE 
1.1 GASOLINE ENGINE BACKGROUND 
Gasoline engine is a mechanical machine where heat energy generated from burning fuel – 
gasoline is transformed into mechanical linear movement of the piston. This movement is 
converted into rotary movement of the output shaft of the engine via the crank mechanism. The 
final output torque of shaft depends on the pressure reached during combustion in the cylinder. 
Gasoline engines require a stoichiometric mixture of air and fuel. Amount of aspired air 
regulated by the throttle at intake manifold of the engine. Amount of aspired air into the engine 
is sensed by mass air flow sensor located in intake manifold. The electronic control unit (ECU) 
sense this value and adjust the amount of injected fuel into the airflow (multi-port injection, 
single port injection) or directly into cylinder (direct injection). The final power output of the 
engine can be limited by many different various, but the most significant are airflow restrictions 
in intake and outtake manifold system. Others are burning imperfections of the fuel-air mixture 
during combustion. 
 
1.1.1 AIRFLOW RESTRICTIONS 
Each part of the intake and outtake airflow system of engine generates pressure losses in 
airflow. Even the straight parts of pipes generate small pressure losses, which depends on the 
roughness of the surface. Each airflow restriction causes power loss on the final power output 
of the engine, therefore it causes increasing of fuel consumption, so it is in engine manufacturer 
demands to reduce airflow restrictions in the system as much as possible. There are some 
necessary components in the airflow system which causes airflow restrictions as an engine air 
filter, airboxes, intake (outtake) manifolds, catalyst, etc. which can be reduced by manufacturers 
of each component. Some of the components are designed specially to generate flow restrictions 
which are necessary for engine operation as intake and outtake valves in intake manifolds, 
which separates each cycle of a four-stroke engine. Another one is throttle in the intake system, 
which regulate the amount of aspired air during the cycle. As the gasoline engine is quantity 
regulated system, the throttle is the main part which regulates final power of the engine. This 
fact causes worse BSFC at low loads of engine as the throttle generates considerable pressure 
drops during the low loads of engine, unlike small pressure drops during high loads of engine 
where is the request of a significant amount of air. 
 
ENGINE LOAD 
Engine load is value, where is in percentage defined how much power engine generates in 
specific RPMs. As etalon for 100% load of the engine is used maximal airflow in the intake 
manifold at standard atmospherical conditions (25°C and pressure 1amt). Airflow is corrected 
to 25°C and standard barometrical conditions. According to SAE International (2014) [14] is 
calculated engine load defined as: 
 

!. #$%&	[%] =
,-./

0-./ ∗ 2
29,92 ∗ 	

6298,15
:

∗ 100	 (1)  

 
Where:  CMAF  Current Mass Air Flow [g/s] 
  PMAF  Peak Mass Air Flow  [g/s] 
  p  Ambient pressure  [inch mmHg] 
  T  Ambient temperature  [K] 
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1.1.2 BURNING IMPERFECTIONS 
A mixture of aspirated air and fuel-gasoline should be mixed in a specific ratio to avoid burning 
imperfections. The ratio for the gasoline engine is determined from theoretical chemical 
formula for gasoline C7,93H14,83 and it is 1 gram of fuel for every 14,72 grams of aspired air. 
This ratio is marked as ƛ (Lambda) = 1. At ƛ = 1 should engine theoretically produce by 
combustion of mixture only CO2 and H2O, so engines are mostly tuned to work with this value. 
Other values can cause burning imperfections and raise containing other harmful products in 
engine exhalations, which are regulated by emission standards. 
 
ƛ [-] = <=̇

<?@̇
 

 
(2)  

Where:  AḂ  Actual air mass flow       [kg/s] 
  ACḊ  Required air mass flow for air-fuel stochiometric ratio  [kg/s] 
 
If ƛ > 1, the engine works with the lean mixture, which leads to higher production of NOx in 
exhalations due to unused oxygen in mixture and high temperatures in cylinder when oxygen 
reacts with nitrogen from the air. Very low values of ƛ can cause ignition complications, 
therefore raising unburned hydrocarbons (HC) in exhalations, when not ignited mixture is 
flushed out of the cylinder. Modern gasoline engines are projected to work with ƛ > 1, when 
fuel is injected directly into the cylinder. Mixture is stratified to lean mixture in the whole 
volume of cylinder excepts space near spark ignition, where the mixture is stoichiometric to 
ensure reliable ignition. From this space, ignition continues to the rest of the cylinder with badly 
ignitable mixture. This process is used to reduce fuel consumption. However, this system of 
combustion is raising the amount of NOx and must be used with an additional lean catalyst to 
reduce the amount of NOx in exhalations. Also, the direct injection causes not proper 
evaporating of fuel, where small drops of fuel burns. Burning small drops of fuel causes raising 
of particular matters in exhalations. 
If ƛ < 1, engine works with a rich mixture, which leads to higher production of unburned 
hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) due to lack of oxygen in the mixture – imperfect 
combustion. A rich mixture is commonly used at high loads of engine where an excess of fuel 
leads to knock reduction by absorbing heat from the cylinder by evaporation of fuel.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: NOx and soot production map dependable on combustion temperature and excess of 

air coefficient [2] 
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1.1.3 ENGINE KNOCK 
During casual combustion, the mixture burns away from the spark plug in hemispheres into the 
center of a cylinder with speed circa 40 m.s-1. During this, burning pressure and temperature in 
cylinder raises smoothly. If the temperature and pressure in cylinder hit the critical limit, before 
the whole mixture is burned away, the unburned mixture starts to spontaneously ignite in the 
volume of the cylinder. This causes the increasing speed of burning of the mixture more than 
1000m.s-1, which leads to generating characteristic noise – knock. Rapid pressure and 
temperature increasing during engine knocking are destructive for many engine components. 
Knocking can be laboratory detected by pressure sensors inserted inside the combustion 
chamber, but in series production is detected by accelerometer located on the engine block. 
During knocking it sense peaks at an acceleration of the block. If the control unit evaluates 
knock at the engine block, it changes ignition moment closer to the top dead center (TDC). Also 
control unit has predefined loads, at which engine has the tendency to knock, where it adjusts 
ratio ƛ to lower values to prevent knock. Main factor indicating if the engine would have a 
tendency to knock or not is compression ratio of engine (CR). Compression ratio is the ratio of 
fully aspired air volume and volume of compression space at the moment when the piston is at 
TDC. As increasing compression ratio is the main factor of every engine development, due to 
the increasing thermal efficiency of the cycle, it is also limiting factor for engineers due to 
resulted knock tendency, so they must choose balanced ratio between engine efficiency and 
engine durability. 
 
1.2 VEHICLE TESTING 
Before the model of vehicle is put on sale it must complete a driving test to prove that vehicle 
meets European union limits for the amount of CO2 and other harmful substances included in 
vehicle exhalations. Limits are specified for every category of vehicle, depending on the type 
of fuel they are using. These limits are tightening from year to year and if any vehicle model 
didn´t accomplish limits, car producer must pay tax if they want to put this model on sale. Price 
of tax depends on how many vehicles transcends limit. Because of this, car producers are trying 
to avoid emission production as much as possible. 
 
1.2.1 NEDC 
New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) is a testing procedure finalized in 1997, to prove passenger 
cars and light trucks emission exhalations. It is performed on an electronically controlled roller 
test bench which considers vehicle aerodynamic resistance and mass inertia. Whole cycle last 
1180 seconds and consist of repeating 4 times of ECE 15 cycle – Urban Driving Cycle (UDC) 
and single Extra Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC). UDC has maximal speed 70 km/h and average 
speed 18,35 km/h during 780 seconds of testing (4 times 195 seconds).  EUDC has a maximum 
speed of 120 km/h and average speed 62,6 km/h during 400 seconds of testing. NEDC has 
average speed 33,35 km/h and the vehicle runs distance 10932 meters with specified moments 
for gear shifting. The vehicle has to be tempered before testing to temperature 20-30°C, at least 
for 6 hours to ensure all fluids are cooled to this temperature. Exhalations are collected into 
bags to analyze and after test recalculated to values of each spiece for grams per kilometer 
(g/km).  
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Graph 1: NEDC speed profile [3] 

 
This driving cycle was criticized recently due to obsolescence. It was developed in times, when 
the power and weight of passenger’s cars were rapidly lower than today´s cars and acceleration 
in NEDC does not match today's standards. Also, the average speed of 33,35 km/h is not enough 
for modern cars. This test was recently replaced by WLTP.  
 
1.2.2 WLTP  
Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) consists of World Harmonized 
Light Vehicles Duty Test Cycle (WLTC) and Real Driving Emissions. In Europe, it entered 
into force in September 2017 as a procedure to determine vehicle emissions during approving 
to use on roads. Since September 2018 every vehicle sold in European union had to be 
homologized using the WLTP, for every configuration of the vehicle (transmission, engine, 
tires, etc.). 
 
WLTC 
World Harmonized Light Vehicles Duty Test Cycle (WLTC) is test cycle developed as a 
replacement of NEDC. Average speed and speed behavior better describe today´s style of 
driving in real conditions. As well as NEDC it is performed on the controlled roller test bench 
to simulate vehicle aerodynamic resistance and mass inertia. WLTC is divided into three 
categories by the power to mass ratio (PMR) and another one category by the maximum speed 
of tested vehicle [4].  
 

0-E =
0
A
		 (3)  

 
Where:   PMR  Power to mass ratio      [-] 
  P  Power of the vehicle      [W] 
  m   Mass of unloaded vehicle + 75kg as driver mass [kg] 
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This cycle has defined the maximum and minimum acceleration values, speeds and besides 
NEDC does not have gear shifting moments as a function of time but are calculated from 
properties of the vehicle. 
 

Table 1: WLTC power and weight vehicle categorization [4] 

 
 

Table 2: WLTC class 1 parameters [4] 

 
 

Table 3: WLTV class 2 parameters [4] 
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Table 4: WLTC class 3 parameters [4] 

 
 
While most of today’s produced cars are categorized as Class 3b due to high power and 
lightweight construction to improvise car acceleration or speed and reduce fuel consumption, 
in further research I will mostly focus on this category.  
 
WLTC CLASS 3B 
This test cycle is dedicated for vehicles with PMR higher than 34 W/kg with maximal 
construction speed above 120 km/h. Whole cycle last 1800 seconds, while 242 seconds will 
vehicle last in stand by mode without movement and travel totally 23266 meters. The average 
speed of this cycle is 46,5km/h. 
 

 
Graph 2: WLTC class 3b speed profile [3] 
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1.3 THROTTLE 
The throttle is part of engine intake manifold which adjusts the amount of aspired air into 
gasoline engines to regulate the final power output of the engine. Airflow through throttle is 
defined by discharge coefficient (Cd). Discharge coefficient is a non-dimensional value which 
gives in ratio actual mass flow through a pipe with throttle and theoretical mass flow without 
throttle [17]: 
 

,F = 	
GBHD
GDIJ

 

 

(4)  

 
Where:  Cd  Discharge coefficient     [-] 
  Qact Actual massflow     [g/s] 
  Qthe Theoretical massflow without flow restictions [g/s] 
 
There are different types of throttles: Butterfly throttle, slide plate throttle, slide valve throttle, 
barrel valve throttle where each has a different course of discharge coefficient to angle, 
displacement, etc. In today's car industry is commonly used butterfly throttle due to low 
discharge coefficient and low forces needed to adjust throttle position.  
 
1.3.1 THROTTLE PUMPING LOSSES 
As the amount of air must be adjusted for the right function of SI-engine and TWC, it is clear 
that throttle will cause pumping losses in intake manifold of the engine. Pumping losses on 
throttle cause increasing of Break Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC) mainly at low loads of 
engine, where the angle of the throttle is small. This effect is involved by lowering work which 
was done during one cycle of a four-stroke engine, therefore lowering torque and power. As we 
can see in P-V diagrams, where the area above atmospheric pressure of chart represents work 
of one cycle of the engine, and the area under atmospheric pressure represents loss-making 
work of the engine, the resulting work of cycle is the difference between these two values.  
 
We can see a comparison of two P-V diagrams naturally aspired single cylinder engine with 
different pressure drops at the throttle, where the loss-making area is comparatively bigger in 
model with higher pressure drop at the throttle. Both models are producing the same power 
output, therefore BSFC is increased compared to the second model, where pressure drop at the 
throttle is reduced by the higher angle of the throttle. These examples were modeled in 
simulation software Lotus in my bachelor thesis. For best clarity, both models had the same 
power and operating speed. Excess of aspired air in the second model with lower throttle 
pressure drop is reduced by recirculation of exhaust gases, to ensure ƛ = 1 same as in the first 
model. 
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Graph 3: P-V diagram of engine without EGR[1] 

 

 
Graph 4: P-V diagram of an engine with EGR [1] 
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As we can see both models have the same power outputs at the same engine speed, therefore 
they are producing the same BMEP. The first model, where throttle angle is set to 20° has a 
significantly larger area under atmospheric pressure which means larger power-loss of the 
thermodynamic cycle and higher BSFC. While the second model, where throttle angle is set to 
40° and is recirculated exact amount of exhaust gases are power-loss area and BSFC reduced 
compared to a first model. Lowering of BSFC from the first model to second is caused by 
changing the discharge coefficient of the throttle, nevertheless increasing mass flow through 
the throttle. 
 

 
Graph 5: Throttle discharge coefficient dependable on throttle angle [3] 

 
1.4 EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION 
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a process where exhaust gases are transferred back to intake 
manifold of the engine. Due to reducing temperature of intake mixture of fresh air and 
recirculated gases are commonly these exhaust gases cooled in cooler before adding to air. This 
technology was first developt for compression ignited engines, where it reduces the amount of 
aspired O2 and N2 from the air during high loads to lower maximal combustion temperature and 
cut down negative NOx emission generated by high temperatures and excess of O2 and N2 in 
aspired air. 
 
1.4.1 DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURES OF EGR 
EGR architectures can be mainly divided into two categories. First of them is high-pressure 
system, where gases are taken from outtake manifold of the engine before crossing turbine of 
the turbocharger and are led to intake manifold behind compressor part of the turbocharger. The 
second one is low-pressure system, where gases are recirculated from parts after crossing 
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turbine of the turbocharger and are led to parts in front of the compressor part. Each of them 
shows benefits and cons at different loads and speed of the engine. 
 

 
Figure 2: EGR architectures [5] 

 
Each of these systems can be modified by varied places, where gasses are taken in the exhaust 
system (f.e. in the low-pressure system before or after catalyst) and where are led into the intake 
system. I will discuss these different types individually later in the modelling stage of this thesis. 
 
1.4.2 EGR EFFECTS ON SI ENGINES 
From my bachelor thesis results that adding a small amount of recirculated gases to intake mass 
flow at a naturally aspired engine, will cause significant reduction of pumping losses during 
low loads of engine due to increased throttle angle. Also, I noticed that, when using exhaust gas 
recirculation, it is possible to reach the same brake power output as without, but with lower 
maximal temperature during combustion. This effect can be used in the mechanism to fight 
knock appearance in high loads and revolutions. 
According to Potteau, S et al. (2007) [6], could be these aspects successfully used in 
turbocharged engines. Due to the impact of the turbocharger is not reducing of pumping losses 
as significant as at naturally aspired engine, but at the moment when is engine turbocharged 
with a larger amount of compressed heated air comes to the fore reducing combustion 
temperatures to reduce knock tendency with recirculating cooled exhaust gases. Exhaust gases 
also work as a fire retardant and can slow down the combustion process and therefore help to 
prevent knock tendency. 
 
1.4.3 EGR COOLERS 
As it was mentioned above, recirculated exhaust gases are commonly cooled in EGR coolers. 
We can divide these coolers into two main parts: air-cooled and water-cooled. While air-cooled 
coolers have been used in the past commonly, due to many benefits and simplicity, most of 
today’s cars have water-cooled EGR cooler. One of the advantages is fact that water-cooled 
EGR cooler can share water with engine cooling circuit, therefore it can transfer heat from 
exhaust gases through the water to the engine block, helping to faster reach an operating 
temperature of the engine during cold-start travels. Another one advantage of sharing water in 
one circuit is the fact, that there is no need for additional air-water heat exchanger for EGR 
cooler water circle as it can use the main engine water cooling circuit.
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2 GT-POWER STEADY-STATE MODEL CREATION 
For this simulation creation, I chose simulation software GT-Power which is part of simulation 
package software called GT-Suite, which is complex of simulation and post-processing 
software used in automotive engineering and development. It also contains an extensive library 
of examples, manuals and tutorials for inexperienced users, which can be very useful during 
creating model and problem solving during modeling. 
 
This simulation software is developed for creating a thermodynamic simulation of combustions 
engines and all other associated parts as turbochargers, coolers, exhaust gas afterthreatment 
parts, etc. It is considered as 1D thermodynamic simulation software, even though in some 
cases it can compute with 3D flow components models. It is also capable of computing with 
kinematics parts as transmission parts, clutch, differential and the whole car, which is beneficial 
due to the possibility of simulating engine loads needed for completing NEDC or WLTC cycle. 
 
2.1 MODEL PROPORTION 
In this stage I will focus on creating a turbocharged engine model in simulation software GT-
Power. During simulations, I will compare engine models without exhaust gas recirculation and 
with different types of exhaust gas recirculation in stationary modes with various amount of 
recirculated exhaust gases. Engine model should be a representative model of today’s car 
production engines, with catalyst and muffler as in a real car. I will use models presented in 
GT-Power’s examples with my additional modification to be upheld for my intended purpose. 
 
2.2 EXAMPLE CHOOSING 
As I mentioned earlier, GT-Power simulation software consists of huge amounts of examples, 
manuals and tutorials for each type of motoring application. In my thesis, I compared some of 
these examples for SI-engines added with a turbocharger, exhaust gas recirculation and catalyst. 
It also must contain regulation elements for engine components as throttle position and boost 
pressure for part-loads of the engine, due to fact that these data are mostly secret and can´t be 
found trustworthy sources of these data. 
 
2.2.1 SI-ENGINE TURBOCHARGED 
This model was chosen due to the fact, that it consists of already designed boosting architecture 
with a turbocharger. The engine unit has displacement of 1999 cm3 with compression ratio 9,5. 
It has detaily modeled intake and exhaust manifold, with the catalyst part, which simulates flow 
pressure drop in exhaust pipes to get more real results. This model is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Turbocharged example model [15] 

 
Maximum boost pressure of this turbocharger is 2,2 bar (abs.) and desired maximal brake power 
at full load is 180 kW. To model was added EGR line connecting exhaust and intake manifold. 
This model showed the functionality of exhaust gas recirculation PID controller and boosting 
function. Nevertheless, this model later shows as unfit due to missing information for engine 
part-loads data as boost pressure and throttle position, which was needed later when modeling 
fuel maps. 
 
2.2.2 SI-ENGINE WITH VEHICLE 
Another model chose from GT-Power examples. The engine is coupled with a vehicle model 
desired to run driving cycles. 

 
Figure 4: Vehicle example model [16]. 
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This model of SI turbocharged engine was connected with driver part, automatic transmission, 
clutch and torque converter to a vehicle with mass and other power resistance producing factors 
as ambient environment, tire rolling drag coefficient, etc. Also, it contains important data and 
correction tables for throttle position and boost pressure dependent on driver accelerator pedal 
position which later shows as necessary for engine part loads simulations and creating fuel 
maps. Regulation of turbocharger is made by wastegate bypass on the turbine part and 
controlled with PID controller targeting boosting pressure from predefined map. Eventually this 
model also contains 3D fuel map defined as lambda (ƛ) dependent on engine revolutions and 
actual boosting pressure in intake manifold behind throttle part to simulate real drive conditions 
in turbocharged engine, where during high loads is fuel mixture enriched to cool down 
combustion chamber reducing the knock probability and empowering filling efficiency of 
engine by taking more evaporating heat from fuel mixture. This model later shows as fit to my 
later simulations mainly due to factors named above.  
 

 
Figure 5: Engine model from vehicle example [16]. 

 
Main parameters of this engine model are displacement of 1524 cmm3 at bore 81 mm and stroke 
74 mm, with 4 cylinders 4-stroke architecture. Compression ratio 10,1 Pistons are connected to 
the crankshaft with 180° shift between each crankshaft branch with 145 mm long connecting 
rod. Fuel is injected directly into the cylinder. 
 
2.3 EXAMPLE ADAPTATION FOR STEADY-STATE SIMULATIONS 
GT-Power informs about that data computed from their examples are for example purposes and 
should not be represented as trustworthy results, without additional model adaptations and input 
data corrections. Also, sometimes these examples contain purposely chained data and principles 
in signal processing, therefore in the next stages, I will present corrections added to example to 
successfully simulate real engine conditions. 
  
2.3.1 STEADY-STATE PARTS COMPONENTS 
For creating detailed fuelling map dependent on engine load I had to adjust the model chosen 
in the stage above showed in figure 5. First of all, I started with deleting all unnecessary 
components for these simulations leaving only engine parts, intake and outtake manifolds, 
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turbocharger parts included in the chosen example. For more realistic simulation were added 
muffler part and catalytic converter from GT-Power library to produce small back pressure in 
exhaust pipeline needed for low-pressure exhaust gas recirculation in later simulations. Material 
chose for these parts was as for rest of exhaust system ExhaustStainlessSteel material object 
fully defined GT-Power library. However, for steady-state simulation is not fully needed to 
define material proposition as thermal calculations of intake and exhaust can be set as off, aspect 
of the material thermal proposition will be used later in transient engine simulations. Parameters 
defining pressure drops and other characteristics of these parts were chosen with the help 
section and manuals included in GT-Power documents. To the model was added water-cooled 
intercooler of intaking compressed air (WCAC). The imposed water temperature of this cooler 
was set to 90°C as the worst case in real drive conditions. Next, all pipelines were checked if 
the dimensions are trustful. Discreditation length of each pipe was changed to recommended 
values by help for combustion engines, specifically 0,4 times cylinder bore for the intake system 
and 0,55 times cylinder bore for the exhaust system. During the first steady-state computations, 
I noticed that turbocharger very slowly adjusts it´s speed and boosting pressure from initial 
conditions. I found that first five seconds of computations has a shaft connecting compressor 
and turbine part inertia multiplier 1000 and after five seconds only 1. So, it was set without any 
inertia multiplier during whole computations. 
 
2.3.2 STEADY-STATE REGULATING COMPONENTS 
In original example is regulation of engine maintained with driver part with acceleration pedal 
output. ECU overrides acceleration pedal position during idle speed and control fuel cut during 
deceleration of the vehicle, therefore these parts are not needed in steady-state simulations and 
were deleted. As the boost pressure and throttle angle were actuated by accelerator pedal 
position I add to model signal generator part, which produces stable output signal as replace of 
driver acc. pedal, which is received as input signal in conversion tables for target boost pressure 
and throttle angle. Turbocharger is targeting boosting pressure between the compressor part and 
WCAC with wastegate controller actuator on the turbine part. Amount of injected fuel per cycle 
is calculated from values sensed with mass flow air sensor placed in the throttle body, sensed 
engine speed and pressure monitoring in intaking manifold downstream the throttle body. These 
values are input signal in predefined lambda map, where the output signal is led to injectors. 
This part was a bit catchy, because the original example in contained lambda map has as output 
lambda signal (0,77-1), but the injectors were set to „phi mode”, which is basically inverted 
value of lambda. 
 
ƛ=K

L
 

 
(5)  

Where:  ƛ Lambda – excess air coefficient [-] 
  M Phí – inverted value of lambda [-] 
 
The simplest way to correct this irregularity would be switching injector to „lambda mode“, but 
later during modeling fuel cut in transient model I found that more beneficial is let the injectors 
set to „phi mode“ and exponentiate output signal from lambda map with exponent -1 to get 
right phi signal for injectors. During fuel cut is this signal simply multiplied with number zero, 
whereas if the injectors would be set to lambda mode, the signal had to be multiplied with 
infinity. 
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Table 5: Example of air-fuel mixture coefficients. 

ƛ N Air – fuel ratio Note 
0,8 1,25 11,8:1 Rich mixture 
1 1 14,72:1 Stochiometric mixture 

1,2 0,83 17,6:1 Lean mixture 
∞ 0 ∞:1 Fuel cut 

 
 
2.3.3 STEADY-STATE INITIAL CONDITIONS AND CONVERGENCE 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
GT-Power allows creating in one model file multiple cases which can differ from each other in 
different initial conditions. In my simulations, some of these initial conditions will be identical 
for each case as ambient temperature, ambient pressure, humidity whereas some will differ and 
combine with other initial conditions and variables. For example, I wanted to know full engine 
characteristic in speed array from 1000 to 6000 revolutions per minute and acceleration pedal 
position in the array from 0 to 100% with 10% step size. 
 
Therefore, identical initial conditions for all cases:  

Ambient pressure:  1 bar 
 Ambient temperaure:  20°C 
 Inlet air composition:   N2:O2 = 0,767:0,233 (mass fraction) 
Variables:  
 Engine speed:  1000 – 6000 rpm 
 Acc. pedal position: 0 -100 % 
Total number of computed cases: 66  
 
SOLVERS SETUP AND CONVERGENCE 
The right setup of solver and convergence criterias can save up much computing time and return 
more accurate results. The solver was set to Explicit mode, recommended by the help and 
maximum step size of the solver was set to 1° of rotation of crankshaft. Time control flag was 
changed to periodic and crankshaft part was chosen as defining a periodic cycle. Maximum 
simulation time was set to 15 seconds. I observed that most of the simulations reach 
convergence dependably from chosen initial conditions to time 10 seconds, therefore maximum 
simulation time 15 seconds was enough. If some of the cases do not reach convergence – steady-
state until maximum simulation time was reached, GT-Power will mention this fact in 
postprocessor. 
Setting up an automatic shut off when reaching steady-state is a helpful tool to speed up 
computations. If sensed values set in convergence criteria reach target values or they stay 
unchanged for a couple of cycles, simulations will be ended before the maximum simulation 
time was reached. I decided to set these values as convergence criteria: pressure and mass flow 
in intaking pipes downstream the compressor part, break power and mean specific fuel 
consumption of the engine. Consecutive cycles to reach steady state was set to 4 cycles – 8 
revolutions of engine and tolerance between two consecutive cycles was set to 0,5%. All these 
sensed values were cycle averaged to prevent in cycle fluctuations and oscillations. 
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COMBUSTION OBJECT AND FUEL 
For the right functionality and emission production combustion, fuel object needs to be 
specified properly. On recommendation GT-Power manuals I set as combustion object SI-
Wiebe with predefined coefficients. Percentage of burned fuel was set to 99,6% to produce a 
small amount of unburned hydrocarbons in exhaust gases. According to research made by 
GHAZIKHANI, M. et al. [2] was an equivalent gasoline composition set to C7,93H14,83.   
 
2.4 REFERENCE STEADY STATE MODEL WITHOUT EGR 
This model, whose creation was described above will be used as reference model without 
exhaust gas recirculation to compare with models with different architectures of exhaust gas 
recirculation. The model contains total of 66 cases with different variables for engine speed and 
accelerator pedal position as the definition of engine load. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Reference engine model without EGR 

 
All cases were checked in postprocessor if values reached convergence and if not, initial 
variables were changed (mostly initial turbocharger speed) and recomputed. From collected 
data was created fuel map of engine without EGR, where is BSFC dependable on engine speed 
and load defined by BMEP. 
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Graph 6: Reference engine power output 

 
Later were recomputed additional cases for 0% acceleration pedal position to simulate motoring 
stage in full speed range of engine and for idle speed of the engine. I consider fall at 4000 
RPM/80% as computing error, but could get better results after changing initial conditions. 
 

 
Graph 7: Detailed fuel map of reference engine without exhaust gas recirculation 

 
From Graph 3 is clearly readable that engine has best BSFC at high loads around 2000-3000 
RPM, where throttle angle is biggest and has the lowest discharge coefficient. Also, maximum 
temperatures during combustion were sensed during each case. These data will be used as 
reference data to compare with models with exhaust gas recirculation.  
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Graph 8: Lambda map of reference engine model without gas recirculation 

 
Another sensed value during simulations was lambda signal generated by a predefined table 
based on engine speed and pressure downstream throttle body. This signal was later transformed 
into „phi“ signal to compliance with injectors input signal. 
 
2.5 STEADY-STATE MODELS WITH EGR 
In this stage, I will focus on modeling different architectures of exhaust gas recirculation ways 
using variations of possibles places where exhaust gases are taken from the exhaust system and 
are led into the intake system of the engine. To reach maximal volumetric efficiency are exhaust 
gases cooled in EGR cooler, before mixing with intaking ambient air. Amount of recirculated 
gases are regulated with throttle placed in EGR line and controlled by EGR controller (PID 
controller with predefined parameters of P, I and D by GT-Power). 
On the recommendation of my supervisor of master´s thesis, I will create four different 
architectures of exhaust gas recirculation flows marked as Type 1 – 4. As base model for 
creation was used model used in previous stage 2.4 shown in Figure 6, using the same solver 
settings, combustion object and fuel composition.  
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2.5.1 TYPE 1 
The first type of exhaust gas recirculation architecture is low-pressure exhaust gas recirculation 
system, where gases are taken downstream catalyst and upstream muffler and are led to 
upstream compressor part of the intake system. Exhaust gases in this area have the lowest 
temperature and lowest pressure. This case is best for heating up the catalyst part because the 
whole production of exhaust gases is flowing through catalyst.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Type 1 EGR system engine model 
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2.5.2 TYPE 2 
The second type of exhaust gas recirculation architecture is also low-pressure architecture, but 
it differs from the previous type by the place where gases are taken from. This place is 
upstreams catalyst part, which gives to recirculation system bigger pressure difference at it's 
ending. Gases flowing through exhaust gas recirculation line have bigger temperature and in 
real conditions include possibly usable fuels for another combustion as unburned hydrocarbons, 
hydrogen, CO, etc. Therefore this architecture is less favorable for heating up catalyst part due 
to lack of recirculated exhaust gases and fuels contained in it. Also, temperatures of gases 
escaping EGR cooler and therefore temperatures of intaking air + fuel mixture will be higher 
due to this fact. 

  

 

Figure 8: Type 2 EGR system engine model 
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2.5.3 TYPE 3 
This exhaust gas architecture is a combination of low pressure and high-pressure EGR systems. 
Gases are taken from the high-pressure part of the exhaust system upstream turbine part and are 
led to low-pressure part upstream compressor part. This system provides the best pressure 
difference on recirculation line’s endings and therefore can ensure the highest mass flow 
through it. Due to fact that gases are taken upstream turbine part is not only less favorable for 
heating up catalyst part, as in the previous type, it also has negative impact on the amount of 
kinetic energy delivered to the turbocharger. This feature can be a disadvantage during low 
loads of engine when mass flow through the exhaust system is not sufficient to deliver kinetic 
energy to reach requested boost pressure and requested mass flow through the recirculation line. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Type 3 EGR system engine model 
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2.5.4 TYPE 4 
Last of my tested EGR architectures is a pure high-pressure system, where gases are taken 
upstream turbine part and are led downstream compressor part of the turbocharger. Gases have 
the highest temperature and pressure compared to the other architectures. As a previous model, 
it also reduces delivered kinetic energy to turbocharger by recirculating exhaust gases. 
Compressor part of turbocharges is not subjected to stress by mechanical abrasion with 
particulate matters created by directly injected fuel combustion and is not subjected to the 
higher temperature of intaking air as the adding of recirculated gases is made downstream 
compressor part. 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Type 4 EGR system engine model 
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2.5.5 EGRS STEADY STATE MODELS SPECIFICATIONS 
Each type of EGR model is modified with EGR line with EGR cooler and throttle body actuated 
with EGR controller. Percentage of recirculated gases are computed by equation 6. 
 
 

!OE	2PQRPST%UP	[%] =
!OE

!OE + WST%XYSU	.WE
∗ 100 

 
 

(6)  

 
 
Where:  EGR    Amount of recirculated gases  [g/s] 
 
  Intaking Air   Mass flow of intaking fresh air  [g/s] 
 
Models were set to reach the same break power output at engine shaft dependable on accelerator 
pedal position as the reference engine model without EGR. To each type of EGR architecture 
was added conversion table of reference engine power output dependable on engine speed and 
accelerator pedal position. The output of this table was set as the target value of engine power 
for PID throttle controller, which is looking for throttle angle position for desired engine power. 
 

Table 6: Power output of the reference engine without EGR 

 
 
 
Note that highlighted values of power outputs were not used for following computations as they 
indicate negative values. During looking for desired power output were in each type of EGR 
architecture recirculated different percentages of exhaust gases.  
 
EGR PERCENTAGES 
Each EGR type architecture was computed with various percentages of recirculated gases. 
Percentages of recirculated gases were set to 2,5; 5; 7,5; 10 and 15%. During computations, I 
noticed that low-pressure architecture type 1 was system barely able to reach 10% of 
recirculated exhaust gases and 15% was totally unreachable in the whole range of loads and 
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engine speeds. Therefore type 1 architecture was computed only with a maximum 10% of 
recirculated gases. 
 
By the thesis supervisor, the maximum value of  20% recirculated gases is allowed to prove 
successful ignition of the mixture. Values above this value can be also ignited, by higher 
ignition energy, but there is no safety for successful ignition [19]. 
 
EGR COOLER 
In the recirculation line was added EGR cooler, which data as pressure drop and efficiency 
dependable on mass flow and temperatures of used coolant and intaking gases were provided 
from company Hanon Systems from already made EGR cooler. Cooler use as coolant 
water/glycol mixture in ratio 50:50. This mixture is also fully specified in GT-Power library of 
fluids with density, thermal conductivity and specific heat.  
 

Table 7: Data for EGR cooler [19] 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Water cooled EGR cooler from Hanon Systems company [19] 
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SOLVERS SETUP AND CONVERGENCE 
Solver settings and convergence criteria can be used from the reference engine model. Only to 
existing convergence criteria as boosting pressure, BSFC and engine power output has been 
added a criterion to converge percentage of recirculated gases. Maximum simulation time 
stayed set to 15 seconds as it shows to be enough to reach convergence in simulations without 
EGR.  After computing were all types and cases checked if they reached convergence and 
especially target engine power at specified engine speed. 
 
2.5.6 EGR STEADY STATE MODELS DATA CONCLUSION 
After finishing and checking computed data I exported from each case and each type of exhaust 
gas recirculation architecture important values to consider the effectivity of combustion 
process, namely: engine power output and speed, BSFC, boost pressure, the actual percentage 
of recirculated gases, peak temperature during combustion, throttle position and pressure drop. 
My criterion was to find the most effective conditions for reaching the best values of engine 
consumption among each type of gas recirculation architectures and percentages of recirculated 
gases for identical engine speed and accelerator pedal position. As the file of calculated results 
contained more than thousand computed cases and not all of them reached target values (f.e. 
engine power output) I decided to write a function in Excel which is looking for best BSFC 
among results with following conditions: 
 

1. For identical accelerator pedal position and engine speed find engine power outputs 
which are at least 98% of reference engine power output 
 

2. From condition 1 find the lowest value of BSFC 
 

3. Assign additional values from the same case as the lowest BSFC was found in condition 
2 (power output, peak temperature during combustion, throttle pressure drop and 
position, air-fuel ratio, the actual percentage of recirculated gases, boost pressure, 
architecture type) 

 
From filtered data I get summary for reaching maximum engine effectivity with exhaust gas 
recirculation. 
 

Table 8: Example of the lowest engine consumptions for 80% accelerator pedal position 

Acceleration pedal position 80%, EGR Best values BSFC 
Engine speed [RPM] 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
P [kW] 4,75 19,87 41,77 47,22 73,64 86 
BSFC [g/kWh] 336,77 271,4 277,51 303,5 345,4 390,7 
Architecture Type [-] 2 4 4 4 4 4 
EGR percentage [%] 17,66 17,58 2,53 2,52 2,56 2,58 
Lambda [-] 1 1 0,98 0,93 0,84 0,8 
Max T [K] 1749,4 2175,3 2449,05 2373,9 2446,7 2402,3 

  
Some of the EGR percentages reach above the desired value of 15%. This is caused by the 
toleration of PID controller. All values are in the limit for ignitable of mixture 20% of aspired 
recirculated gases. 
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Table 9: Example of reference engine consumption without gas recirculation 

Acceleration pedal position 80%, Reference – No EGR 
Engine speed [RPM] 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
P [kW] 4,76 19,37 41,78 47,2 73,68 86,16 
BSFC [g/kWh] 365,31 282,24 279,21 306,82 346,27 393,72 
Architecture Type [-] - - - - - - 
EGR percentage [%] - - - - - - 
Lambda [-] 1 1 0,98 0,94 0,85 0,8 
Max T [K] 1777,39 2359,31 2474,09 2530,8 2493,08 2448,1 

 
From data showed on tables 8 and 9 is clearly noticeable that the system EGR has at 80% 
accelerator pedal position lower fuel consumption while maintaining the same engine power 
output. 

 
Graph 9: Fuel map of best BSFC’s EGR architectures combination 

 
From a comparison of Graphs 8 and 9 is noticeable, that BSFC lowers with exhaust gas 
recirculation while maintaining the same power output and therefore BMEP. Only in high loads 
is not a system with gas recirculation capable of reaching the same power output as reference 
engine mainly due to the fact, that lowering fuel consumption is based on reducing pressure 
drop at throttle body by extending throttle angle. In high loads has reference engine without gas 
recirculation already throttle angle near 90°, therefore additional extending of throttle angle is 
not possible. 
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As I mentioned earlier recirculating a small percentage of exhaust gases influence peak 
temperature during combustion. Following graph shows temperature difference during high 
loads between systems with and without gas recirculation, while the same engine power out 
was generated. As representative cases for systems with EGR were chosen cases with the lowest 
fuel consumption.  
 

 
Graph 10: Temperature comparison during high loads 

 
During high loads and engine speed is peak temperature controlled by regulating air-fuel ratio 
to lambda up to 0,77. Excess of fuel in intaking mixture leads to lowering temperature in the 
combustion chamber by taking evaporation heat. From graph 10 is noticeable, that recirculating 
exhaust gases lower peak temperature during combustion reducing knock appearance. 
Therefore recirculating exhaust gases can in some cases replace fuel mixture enrichment to 
reduce knock probability caused by high temperatures during combustion. 
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2.5.7 EGR STEADY STATE MODELS WITH LAMBDA CORRECTION 
As was mentioned earlier, gas recirculation can be successfully used to reduce peak temperature 
during combustion replacing fuel mixture enrichment. All previous EGR architectures were 
computed with default air-fuel ratio designed for the system without exhaust gas recirculation. 
Therefore I decided to remodel all architectures to run on custom air-fuel ratio map. 
 

 
 

Figure 12: PID Controller for adjusting air-fuel ratio 

 
Custom air-fuel ratio was reached by adding a PID controller in all four models where Lamda 
values were different (lower) from stochiometric value ƛ=1. It varies output signal from 
maximal output 1 to minimal output generated by lambda generator, to reach same or lower 
peak temperature in the first cylinder as reference engine without exhaust gas recirculation at 
same power conditions (engine speed, accelerator pedal position). Also, the convergence 
criteria were adapted by adding sensed values of peak temperatures in cylinder 1 and output 
from the PID controller to injectors.  
After computations were done results were compared with results from models with EGR and 
without lambda correction and reference engine without EGR. Algorithm for choosing the best 
values of BSFCs was similar to the algorithm used for choosing the best values of BSFCs 
among architectures with EGR and reference engine without EGR. Algorithm for this selection 
compares among all results from reference engine without recirculation, all four architectures 
with gas recirculation and all four architectures with gas recirculation and lambda correction. 
Algorithm conditions: 
 
 

1. For identical accelerator pedal position and engine speed find engine power outputs 
which are at least 98% of reference engine power output. 
 

2. Filter values where peak temperature during combustion is lower or the same as the 
reference engine without gas recirculation. 

 
3. From condition 2 find the lowest value of BSFC. 

 
4. Assign additional values from the same case as the lowest BSFC was found in condition 

3 (power output, peak temperature during combustion, throttle pressure drop and 
position, air-fuel ratio, the actual percentage of recirculated gases, boost pressure, 
architecture type. 
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Table 10: Example results data for reference engine without EGR, 80% Acc.pedal 

Acceleration pedal position 80%, Reference – No EGR 
Engine speed [RPM] 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
P [kW] 4,76 19,37 41,78 47,2 73,68 86,16 
BSFC [g/kWh] 365,31 282,24 279,21 306,82 346,27 393,72 
Architecture Type [-] - - - - - - 
EGR percentage [%] - - - - - - 
Lambda [-] 1 1 0,98 0,94 0,85 0,8 
Max T [K] 1777,39 2359,31 2474,09 2530,8 2493,08 2448,1 

 

Table 11: Example of the lowest engine consumptions for 80% accelerator pedal position 

Acceleration pedal position 80%, EGR Best values BSFC 
Engine speed [RPM] 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
P [kW] 4,75 19,87 41,77 47,22 73,64 86 
BSFC [g/kWh] 336,77 271,4 277,51 303,5 345,4 390,7 
Architecture Type [-] 2 4 4 4 4 4 
EGR percentage [%] 17,66 17,58 2,53 2,52 2,56 2,58 
Lambda [-] 1 1 0,98 0,93 0,84 0,8 
Max T [K] 1749,4 2175,3 2449,05 2373,9 2446,7 2402,3 

 
Table 12: Example results data for a system with lambda correction and EGR, 80% Acc.pedal 

Acceleration pedal position 80%, EGR, Lambda corr., Best values BSFC 
Engine speed [RPM] 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
P [kW] 4,75 19,87 41,77 47,11 73,44 85,47 
BSFC [g/kWh] 336,77 271,4 270,3 279,7 309,04 347,42 
Architecture Type [-] 2 4 4 4 4 4 
EGR percentage [%] 17,66 17,58 17,64 17,61 11 2,58 
Lambda [-] 1 1 1 1 0,94 0,89 
Max T [K] 1749,4 2175,3 2232,98 2281,04 2383,2 2450,2 

 

Comparing two tables above we can note that lowering peak combustion temperature with 
exhaust gas recirculation and lambda correction worked successfully almost for all cases except 
high engine speed. Higher lambda values in a system with lambda correction results in lower 
BSFC and positively influence emission production, keeping peak temperature lower than in 
the reference engine model. 
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Graph 11: Chosen architecture type to reach best BSFC 

 
 

 
Graph 12: Percentage of recirculated gases to reach best BSFC 
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As shown in Graphs 11. and 12. exhaust gas recirculation with lambda correction can 
successfully lower engine consumption in a wider range of engine speeds and loads. In a small 
area where consumption cannot be lowered by bigger throttle angle or correcting air-fuel ratio 
is best BSFC reached without exhaust gas recirculation – architecture 0 at graph 11. Reference 
engine model has already in this area throttle angle 90° and lambda 1. 
 

 
Graph 13: Corrected lambda map for a model with EGR and lambda correction. 

 
Comparing Graph 13. to Graph 8., we can see a significant difference in air-fuel ratio used in 
the reference engine model without EGR and engine model with EGR and lambda correction. 
Power outputs of these two models are with 98% accuracy same at identical load defining 
parameters: engine speed and accelerator pedal position. 
All these data and designed are later used at design of transient models. 
 
 
2.5.8 EGR STEADY STATE MODELS CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, I proved that exhaust gas recirculation can be used to lower BSFC of engine 
preserving original engine power output. Additional air-fuel ratio correction can expand zones 
where gas recirculation can be helpful and lower BSFC even more. Another positive of air-fuel 
ratio correction is, that lambda is closer to stoichiometric value at high loads, decreasing 
production of emission produced by imperfections burning, when during combustion is not 
enough oxygen contained in the combustion chamber. 
 
ARCHITECTURE TYPE 0 – WITHOUT EGR 
This architecture is suitable only in high loads of engine up to 1000-1500rpm of the engine. 
Exhaust gas recirculation is not an advantage as a reference engine in this area has already high 
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throttle angle and does not occur yet to air-fuel mixture enrichment to cool down the 
combustion chamber by evaporating excess of fuel. 
  
ARCHITECTURE TYPE 1 
This architecture type has in my model very small area of usage mostly because of the inability 
to reach higher values of recirculated gases. It can reach best BSFC among all architectures in 
high loads up to engine speed 2000 rpm. Borders of architecture type 1 are copying borders of 
the maximal percentage of recirculated gases and that approximately 10%, what points to the 
potential to another improvement in BSFC field, reaching a higher percentage of recirculated 
gases. A higher percentage can be reached by additional components placed in the exhaust 
system generating higher pressure difference needed for requested mass flow or additional 
pump placed in the EGR line. Advantages of this architecture are that entire exhaust mass flow 
flows through the catalyst part, therefore occurs to faster heating and starting to work. 
 
ARCHITECTURE TYPE 2 
This architecture shows as most suitable for the wide area of engine loads at slower engine 
speed and for lower engine loads at high speeds. As the gases are recirculated downstream the 
turbine part of turbocharger and upstream part of catalyst part, does not occur to lower energy 
added to a turbocharger, but as the gases are recirculated mostly at higher values, this aspect 
can have negative influence to heating up catalyst part, which is necessary to proper function. 
As all exhaust gases flow through the turbine part system doesn’t have a problem to reach the 
target value of boost pressure. Negative aspect of this system could be fact, that gases are led 
upstream compressor wheel and can contain particular matters, which can be dangerous for it. 
 
ARCHITECTURE TYPE 3 
Architecture 3 is most suitable for medium-high engine speeds and loads. As the recirculated 
gases are taken upstream turbine part of supercharger it occurs to lower to energy added to the 
turbocharger and therefore system can’t reach the target value of boost pressure downstream 
compressor part. However, as it occurs to reduce pressure drop at throttle body by recirculating 
exhaust gases, final boost pressure downstream throttle body is equivalent to a reference engine 
model. As in the previous type recirculating gases upstream catalyst can have negative influence 
on heating up of catalyst. Negative aspect of this system could be fact, that gases are led 
upstream compressor wheel and can contain particular matters, which can be dangerous for it. 
 
ARCHITECTURE TYPE 4 
The pure high-pressure EGR system is suitable only for high loads and speeds of the engine. 
As this system is used only in high loads, turbocharger doesn’t have a problem to reach the 
target value of boost pressure as mass flow flowing through turbine part of the turbocharger is 
big enough to deliver the necessary energy to the turbine of the turbocharger and even deliver 
a high percentage of recirculating gases. Recirculating gases by this architecture is mostly due 
to reducing peak temperature during combustion to use corrected air-fuel ratio as reducing 
pressure drop at the throttle body is not possible due to throttle angle near 90° at reference 
engine model. 
 
Note: Architectures Type 4 showed on Graph 11 at engine speed 1000 rpm are by my opinion 
caused by deviations of measurement as values of BSFC at this area are very similar and should 
be replaced by architecture Type 2 to keep continuity of course of the graph.
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3 GT-POWER TRANSIENT MODEL 
In this stage, I will focus on modeling GT-Power transient model for better comparison of 
engine models with and without exhaust gas recirculation. These transient models should 
provide better information about engines efficiency information than steady-state models. For 
comparison were chosen reference engine model from the previous stage without exhaust gas 
recirculation and engine model with exhaust gas recirculation filled up with parameters 
discovered in the previous stage to reach best BSFC. Simulations should include also thermal 
solver for exhaust pipeline to determine influence of EGR on thermal behavior of the exhaust 
system, especially the catalyst part. 
My idea was to create model including dynamometer which will generate continual engine load 
at desired speed or model containing the whole car with transmission and clutch. Later I 
discover that model with dynamometer was not the right way, mostly because missing detailed 
data of the drive cycle, therefore I have to take the way of modeling the whole car. 
 
3.1 TRANSIENT MODEL PREPARATION FOR WLTC 
As the engine model used in steady-state simulations comes from a transient model where the 
whole car was already modeled, I decided to use some of these parts again, there where I don’t 
have enough data as they were fully defined. 
 
ENGINE 
As a source of power was used engine model used in steady-state simulation without EGR, 
shown in figure 6. All engine regulation maps were left from this model, the only difference 
made was switching engine from “speed mode” to “load mode”. After this change engine speed 
don’t have to be defined as it is computed from another's parameters (vehicle speed, total gear 
ratio, etc.). 
 
Vehicle body coupled with axles, brakes, wheels and differential was used from an example 
where engine model was taken. Vehicle parameters left unchanged as they can be considered 
as similar to parameters of today’s middle-class cars production. In the Table A3. in appendices 
are showed data for comparison with the popular middle-class vehicle in the Czech Republic 
Škoda Superb 3 1,5TSI. The model also contains environment proposition to simulate air 
resistance force. 
 

 
Figure 13: Vehicle body model with axles and differential [16] 

 
Original vehicle model from examples also contained a few advanced objects which cannot be 
computed on school’s GT-Power license as “torsion conn objects“, which were deleted 
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completely as they are not necessary for my computations. Also, friction maps for brakes were 
replaced with linearly dependable brake force on brake pedal position. 
 
TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH 
The original example contained 6-speed automatic gearbox coupled with a torque converter 
with a lockup system (mechanical dry clutch). In my first experiments, I was trying to use this 
pattern, but I experienced many problems with controlling gear shift events which I was unable 
to tune out. Due to this fact, I decided to remodel the transmission system to 6-speed manual 
gearbox coupled only with a dry clutch. Gear ratios of transmission were left unchanged from 
the original 6-speed automatic gearbox as well as final gear ratio in differential. Clutch was 
desired just to transfer maximal static torque 300Nm which is above maximal torque generated 
by the engine. 
 

 
Figure 14: Clutch and transmission coupled with the engine 

 
Later I observed that this model had very difficult idle speed actuation due to speed fluctuations 
at low speeds as it was not containing flywheel, therefore I doubled inertia of engine crankshaft 
to prevent this situation.  
 

 
Figure 15: Engine and vehicle body integrated 

 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
This was probably the hardest part of my thesis as I spent a lot of time studying GT-Power 
manuals and examples for proper set up of control system. The goal was to design the control 
system which will successfully adhere to the desired vehicle speed profile. As the main part of 
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the control system was chosen part “VehDriverAdvanced” which behaves as a human driver. 
This part follows desired speed profile and provides to system output signals as acceleration 
pedal position, brake pedal position and control gear shift events. 
 

 
Figure 16: VehDriverAdvanced part [16] 

 
This part was implemented into a model with ECU which overrides driver acceleration pedal 
position signal during an idle state of the engine and provides additional signal during motoring 
state. This signal can be used to combustion shut off and fuel cut to save fuel during decelerating 
with a gear engaged. 
 
PARTS THERMAL MANAGEMENT 
Thermal solver of engine parts was in steady-state simulations set in most cases into adiabatic 
as the process of heating up parts wouldn’t be trustworthy. For monitoring heating up catalyst 
part in the transient simulation was needed to be changed. I decided to set all exhaust system 
parts to “wall temperature calculated” solver, where the temperature is calculated from initial 
temperature (20°C), material proposition (stainless steel) and temperature surrounding exhaust 
pipes (50°C). To speed up computations was thermal solver for intake pipes left as adiabatic. 
In steady-state simulations was water temperature using in WCAC set to 90°C as the worst case 
during real traffic. In transient model was necessary to set the water temperature to a transient 
profile starting at an initial temperature 20°C. Data of heating cooling water were provided by 
my diploma thesis supervisor from similar displacement combustion engine running WLTC 
cycle. 
 

 
Graph 14: Cooling water temperature WLTC [19] 
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3.2 TRANSIENT MODEL WITHOUT EGR 
As this model doesn’t require a gas recirculation reference engine model can be used any 
additional changes into the transient model. Controlling of the engine is made by control system 
specified above. 
 

 
Figure 17: Transient vehicle model without exhaust gas recirculation. 

 
Note: Figure 12 is detailly described in appendices in full resolution – page A8. 
 
From vehicle weight parameters and engine, maximal power output was as test cycle chose 
WLTC class 3b.  From maximal engine power out I suppose that vehicle maximal vehicle speed 
would be over 120 km/h, therefore drive cycle was specified to WLTC class 3b.  
 
First computations didn’t end well as control system was unstable, often occurred to 
fluctuations out of real range of values, solver had a tendency to crash and the system was 
unable to reach target vehicle speed. To prevent this, I made a few additional corrections, which 
I will discuss now. 
 
First off all was adding moving average filtration for engine speed signal as it has in cycle 
pulsation at low speeds as well as moving average filtration for boost pressure signal 
downstream compressor part. Another adjustment was adding limiter for acceleration pedal 
signal, especially for minimal rate limit to prevent quick closing of throttle at high speeds of 
the engine as this behavior often caused the solver to crash due to fast pressure drop. 
 
Last important change was correction of the driver inside coefficients for P, I and D 
aggressiveness values of PID controller for acceleration pedal position. I used the recommended 
values range from my thesis supervisor and find exact values by the iterative method. The 
objective was to get a continuous acceleration pedal signal when running the WLTC cycle. 
Incorrectly selected values caused not reaching target speed correctly or aggressively oscillating 
acceleration pedal signal from 0% to 100% and vice versa. 
For later emission analysis were added composition sensors upstream catalyst storage amount 
of basic chemical compounds during the test procedure. 
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Graph 15: WLTC 3b cycle without EGR complying EPA tolerance. 

 
The cycle was evaluated as satisfying with lowest values of aggressiveness coefficients for PID 
regulator, complying EPA compliance for drive cycle. According to EPA [9] must be actual 
vehicle speed in tolerance +-2km/h within +-1s to target vehicle speed. Compliance with 
desired WLTC cycle was checked in Excel. These settings were found to be correct and as can 
be seen in graph 15. actual and target speeds of cycle are almost identical.  
 
Due to speed toleration, vehicle displacement doesn’t have to reach desired 23266 m for WLTC 
class 3b test procedure and therefore target distance correction must be defined for values 
related to 1km of displacement. 
 

Table 13. WLTC test procedure without EGR results 

WLTC without EGR results 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23111,13 
Average fuel consumption [g/km] 49,42 
Average fuel consumption [l/100km] 6,59 
Average vehicle speed [km/h] 46,2 

 
3.3 TRANSIENT MODEL WITH EGR 
For comparison of BSFC improvements with recirculating exhaust gases during the WLTC 
cycle, I modeled transient model, which will be able to recirculate exhaust gases with all four 
gas recirculation architectures, based on the previous model without EGR. 
 
Using basic logical and programming operators I designed a control system for choosing EGR 
architecture type and regulating the amount of recirculated gases based on engine speed and 
BMEP. Values for gas recirculation were chosen to reach best BSFC from Graphs 12. and 13. 
 
To full usage of potential of lowering BSFC with a combination of all exhaust recirculation 
architectures, I decided to remodel engine model to the possibility to use any of discussed 
architectures during one simulation, based on with which best values of BSFC was reached for 
specific engine load and speed. 
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Figure 18: Simplified transient model with architecture type combination 

 
In Figure 18. is showed the design of combined all four EGR architectures into one model. All 
architectures use one valve for regulating the amount of recirculated gases. 
 

 
Figure 19. Detail to recirculation mechanism 

 
Exhaust gases are recirculated always through one of the previously described architecture with 
binary controlled valves at each end of EGR line. Gases are led through one common EGR 
cooler with effective values described earlier in the steady-state model with EGR. As coolant 
was again used water/glycol mixture with temperature profile showed at Graph 14. 
 
In model were left basic controlling mechanisms from transient models without EGR. Added 
were other logic operators, controllers and lookup maps for targeting percentage of recirculated 
gases, choosing architecture type and correcting air-fuel ratio. 
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Figure 20. Transient vehicle model with a combination of all recirculation architectures 

 
Note: Figure 20. is detailly described in appendices in full resolution – page A9. 
 
TRANSIENT MODEL VERSION I. 
In this version was recirculation used in full range of engine loads and speeds to fully usage 
EGR system ability to decrease BSFC. However, with these settings was system unable to reach 
the target speed of the vehicle during the highway part of the WLTC cycle. There was no need 
to check EPA compliance for a cycle as the inability to reach target speed is clearly visible from 
the Graph 16. 
 

 
Graph 16: WLTC 3b cycle with full range EGR not complying EPA tolerance 
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From steady–state simulations result, that systems without gas recirculation and with gas 
recirculation should have same power output even at fully pressed acceleration pedal with 98% 
accuracy. I consider this tolerance as the main aspect of inability to reach target speed. At full 
loads can 2% toleration range in power means significant difference. Another reason of inability 
of system reach predicted speed of test cycle could be the usage of Type 3 and 4 EGR 
architecture, where it occurs to decreasing energy added to turbine part of the turbocharger and 
less aggressive behavior of the turbocharger and therefore either engine. During steady-state 
simulations, this behavior did not appear, as there was sufficient time for reaching convergences 
for all part flows in model. For these EGR architectures should be considered additional 
changes on the turbocharger part, to proper function even with the decreased mass flow. Using 
turbocharger with variable geometry the on stator blades could solve this problem as this type 
of turbocharger is capable to operate even with smaller mass flows with high efficiency. 
Nevertheless, I was unable to find better values of power as were used in this version at full 
loads using exhaust gas recirculation, therefore I decided to remodel the range of loads, where 
gas recirculation is used. 
 

Table 14: WLTC test procedure without EGR results I. 

WLTC with EGR results version I 
Vehicle displacement [m] NA 
Average fuel consumption [g/km] NA 
Average fuel consumption [l/100km] NA 

 
TRANSIENT MODEL VERSION II. 
From the previous version I found out, that to comply WLTC cycle, exhaust gases can’t be 
recirculated in full range of engine loads. For this reason will be recirculation of gases in this 
version shut off above desired level of acceleration pedal position. Shutting of recirculating 
gases is made by switching EGR architecture to 0, percentage of recirculated gases to 0% and 
shutting of air-fuel correction to substitute original values of air-fuel ratio same as was used in 
model without EGR. 
 
First of the desired values of acceleration pedal position above which will comes to shut off the 
EGR system was 95%. Controlling was again made by basic logical operators, mainly condition 
“if”. 
 

Table 15: WLTC test procedure with EGR results II. 

WLTC with EGR results version II 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23019,05 
Average fuel consumption [g/km] 48,81 
Average fuel consumption [l/100km] 6,5 

 
This model successfully complies with EPA tolerance. 
 
TRANSIENT MODEL VERSION III. 
In the previous version was proved that shutting of EGR system in high loads of engine can 
successfully help the vehicle to reach target speed of drive cycle. In this version, I will try 
another value of acceleration position pedal above which will be EGR shut off. This value was 
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for this version set to 99%. Results were checked if they comply with EPA tolerance and 
compared to results from previous versions. 
 

Table 16: WLTC test procedure without EGR results III. 

WLTC with EGR results version III 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23007,65 
Average fuel consumption [g/km] 49,67 
Average fuel consumption [l/100km] 6,62 

 
TRANSIENT MODEL VERSION IV. 
In this version is acceleration pedal position above which is recirculation of exhaust gases set 
to off set to 95%. Results were again checked if they comply with EPA tolerance for drive 
cycle. 
 

Table 17: WLTC test procedure without EGR results IV. 

WLTC with EGR results version IV 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23034,6 
Average fuel consumption [g/km] 48,98 
Average fuel consumption [l/100km] 6,53 

 
TRANSIENT MODEL COMPARISON 
From previously discovered results was chosen the value of acceleration pedal position above 
which will become to deactivation of exhaust gas recirculation to achieve target speed profile 
and reach the best value of fuel consumption. 
 

Table 18: Fuel consumptions comparision for WLTC class 3b 

WLTC versions comparison 

Version w/o 
EGR 

EGR 
I. 

EGR 
II. 

EGR 
III. 

EGR 
IV. 

EPA compliance Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Acc. Pedal position for EGR shut off [%] - 100 95 99 90 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23111 - 23019 23007 23034 
Fuel consumption [g/km] 49,52 - 48,81 49,67 48,98 
Fuel consumption [l/100km] 6,59 - 6,5 6,62 6,53 

 
From measured data results that, the best value of fuel consumption is reached in model with 
exhaust gas recirculation, which is shut off above 95% acceleration pedal position. Model with 
gas recirculation in the whole range of loads and engine speeds was not able to reach target 
vehicle speed profile to successful validation of cycle. 
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Graph 17: Measured loads during WLTC with EGR II. version  

 
Graph 17. shows BMEP points measured during WLTC version II. with shutting off EGR above 
95% acceleration pedal position. Is evident that, not the whole potential of decreasing BSFC 
was used as the WLTC gear shift strategy holds the engine in lower speeds. 
 
3.4 HWFET CYCLE 
As the WLTC operates mostly with lower engine loads and speeds, it occurs only in a small 
range to lowering fuel consumption. Therefore, I decided to re-run already designed models 
with and without EGR with Highway Fuel and Economy Test (HWFET), just to compare results 
with WLTC. 
 

 
Graph 18: HWFET cycle speed profile [3] 
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Table 19: HWFET cycle parameters [3] 

HWFET cycle parameters 
Time duration [s] 765 
Target displacement [m] 16450 
Average vehicle speed [km/h] 77,7 

 
Compared to WLTC has HWFET increased average speed and last shorter, besides maximal 
speed is lower compared to WLTC. 
 

Table 20: HWFET results comparison 

HWFET results comparison 
Version w/o EGR EGR 
EPA compliance Yes Yes 
Acc. Pedal position for EGR shut off [%] - 95 
Vehicle displacement [m] 16496,98 16461,23 
Fuel consumption [g/km] 39,09 38 
Fuel consumption [l/100km] 5,21 5,06 

 
For shutting off the EGR system was as in the previous stage chosen value of 95% acceleration 
pedal position. 
 
Difference between the system with EGR and without EGR is again very low and similar to 
differences at WLTC and that circa 1g/km. After checking engine loads and speeds used in the 
HWFET cycle I noticed, that even with an increasing average speed of the vehicle during test 
cycle doesn’t occur to drastic increase of engine loads and speeds. 
 

 
Graph 19: Measured BMEP during HWFET cycle 
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3.5 IMPOSED VEHICLE SPEED 
As in the previous stages doesn’t engine reach higher speeds neither loads, I decided to create 
a quick test procedure, where higher loads and engine speeds will be tested. The aim of the 
testing was to prove temperature regulation of EGR compared to the effect of rich gasoline 
mixture. Vehicle starts the simulation with an initial speed of 130km/h and speeds up to 
135km/h to prove the ability of the system to reach target speed. The testing procedure last 180 
second and driver has to change gear number every 45 seconds starting from gear number 3. 
 

 
Graph 20: ISM speed properties 

 

 
Graph 21: Measured BMEP during ISM  

 
Running vehicle at higher speeds and different gear numbers can successfully test higher loads 
of engine. Following graph shows the effect of lowering peak combustion temperature with 
recirculating exhaust gases, therefore able to use air-fuel ratio closer to the stoichiometric ratio. 
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Graph 22: Peak temperatures during combustion comparison 

 
Using the air-fuel ratio closer to the stoichiometric ratio (ƛ=1) will cause lower production of 
pollutants produced by burning imperfections and lower peak temperatures during combustion 
will cause lowering production of NOx. Oscillations of temperatures at last gear number are 
caused by the inability of the system with EGR to keep target speed of the vehicle and due to 
acceleration pedal position above 95% occurs to shutting off EGR system and using 
noncorrected air-fuel ratio. Immediately after switching off the EGR system vehicle reach target 
speed and switch back to the EGR system with corrected air-fuel ratio. 
 

Table 21: Imposed vehicle speed model results. 

Imposed speed model results 
Version w/o EGR EGR 
Ability to reach target speed from 130km/h Yes Yes 
Acc. Pedal position for EGR shut off [%] - 99 
Vehicle displacement [m] 6751 6740 
Fuel consumption [g/km] 74,5 71,04 
Fuel consumption [l/100km] 9,93 9,47 

 
As can be noticed from results for imposed speed vehicle simulation recirculating exhaust gases 
at higher engine loads and speeds has a positive influence on vehicle fuel consumption even at 
the significantly shorter time of simulation and final vehicle displacement. 
 

Note: Detailed courses of EGR architectures used in the time of the cycles are showed in 
appendices.
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4 INFLUENCE OF EGR TO EMISSION PRODUCTION 
 
In the previous stage, I proved that exhaust gas recirculation can be successfully used to reduce 
fuel consumption. In this stage, I will take apart of creating a computing model for emission 
production analysis. Models will be based on the function of three-way catalyst (TWC).  
 
THREE-WAY CATALYST 
Three-way catalyst or oxidation-reduction catalyst is a device which is responsible for reducing 
the amount of pollutants in exhaust gases. Pollutants are reduced by oxidation processes (CO, 
HC) and reduction processes (NOx) in the presence of catalyzer material by following 
simplified equations [10]. 
 
CO + O2 ® CO2 (7)  

HC + O2 ®  CO2 + H2O (8)  

CO + NOx ®  CO2 + N2 (9)  

CH + NOx ®  CO2 + H2O + N2 (10)  

Where equation 7,8 are oxidation reactions and 9,10 are reduction reactions. 
Catalyst part needs for proper function to the stoichiometric ratio of reactants, therefore the 
engine needs to work at lambda value 1. At other values of air-fuel ratios, TWC doesn’t work 
effectively or can be damaged. To begin catalyst reaction, ideal temperature (350°C - 600°C) 
needs to be reached as quickly as possible. 
 
4.1 TRANSIENT MODEL WITH TWC 
Using GT-Power’s manuals and examples I created the addition of TWC with a chemical 
reaction to transient models with lowest fuel consumption with and without exhaust gas 
recirculation. Due to the inability to combine two different solvers for engine and catalyst 
mass flow in one common mass flow, must be the catalyst with chemical connection placed 
apart main engine mass flow. 
 

 
Figure 21. Detail of integration catalytic converter with surface reactions to transient model 
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Mass flow, temperature and composition for Catalyst quasi-steady solver circuit inlet are sensed 
upstream catalyst part of main engine exhaust mass flow. A similar solution is used for pressure 
for the outlet part. According to Ramanathan K. (2011) [11] were reactants and products for 
chemical reactions and the energies of their activation set as follow (same were used in TWC 
GT-Power example). 
 

Table 22: Chemical reactions in the catalytic converter [11] 

Associated 
Site Element 

 
Reactants 

 
Products 

Activation 
energy 

[kJ/mol] 
PGM CO+0.5O2 CO2 121,45 
PGM C3H6+4.5O2 3CO2+3H2O 129,53 
PGM C3H8+5O2 3CO2+4H2O 165,16 
PGM H2+0.5O2 H2O 111,45 
PGM CO+NO CO2+0.5N2 52,37 
PGM C3H6+9NO 3CO2+3H2O+4.5N2 80,063 
PGM H2+NO H2O+0.5N2 69,23 
PGM CO+H2O CO2+H2 56,72 
PGM C3H6+3H2O 3CO+6H2 81,92 
Cerium 2Ce2O3+O2 4CeO2 5,296 
Cerium Ce2O3+NO 2CeO2+0.5N2 25,1 
Cerium CO+2CeO2 Ce2O3+CO2 31,76 
Cerium C3H6+12CeO2 6Ce2O3+3CO+3H2O 39,07 
Cerium C3H8+14CeO2 7Ce2O3+3CO+4H2O 39,68 
Cerium H2+2CeO2 Ce2O3+H2O 31,76 

 
As can be seen in Table 22, the catalytic converter uses as catalyzer platinum group metals 
(PGM) and cerium for O2 storage. This scheme was used for both transient models comparing 
the system with and without gas recirculation running WLTC cycle as in previous stages. 
 

 
 

Figure 22. Transient model with another solver for chemical reactions in the TWC 
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Note: Figure 22 is detailly described in appendices in full resolution – page A10. 
 
This model was halted after a few days of simulations as the estimated time to end simulation 
of WLTC cycle was still more than 300 hours running on base speed 3,8GHz single core 
processor.  
 
4.2 SIMPLIFIED TWC MODEL  
As the previous model would take a long time to complete computations, I decided to remodel 
the way of getting results for emission production. Target was to reduce computation as much 
as possible. The model was reduced only for the catalyst part and the nearest surrounding parts. 
Values of mass flow, temperature and composition at the inlet were previously sensed in 
transient models without surface reactions in catalyst part, likewise the value of pressure at the 
outlet. 
 

 
 

Figure 23. Simplified TWC model 

 
During running the WLTC cycle in the transient model occurs to using low-pressure Type 1 
EGR architecture, where gases are taken downstream catalyst part. Due to this reason was in 
the simplified model added module to subtract Type 1 mass flow from exhaust mass flow 
downstream catalytic converter. 
Using this model was computation time reduced for approximately 30 minutes even with 
smaller timestep than was used in the transient model with TWC.  
 
4.3 WLTC EMISSIONS PRODUCTION SIMULATION RESULTS 
From transient simulations were saved data of mass flows, temperatures and species 
compositions upstream catalyst part. These data were used as input data for inlet part in 
simplified TWC model. For comparison were used both models with and without exhaust gas 
recirculation. Results were detailed compared from the view of cumulative emission producing 
and also the progress of creating emissions in time dependable on which EGR architecture have 
been used. 
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4.3.1 WLTC CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS COMPARISON 
Cumulative emission production of CO2 is directly dependable on average vehicle fuel 
consumption, which has been specified in transient vehicle models simulations. All other 
species monitored in exhaust gases are dependable on burning efficiency and quality of 
combustion processes. 
 

Table 23: WLTC Cumulative results comparison 

WLTC Cumulative results 
Simulation type WLTC w/o EGR WLTC EGR 
CO2 [g] 3600,7 3477,6 
HC [g] 1,75 2,41 
CO [g] 64,28 65,47 
NOx [g] 0,89 1,0 

 
 

 
Graph 23: WLTC cumulative results CO2 and CO 

 
As can be seen from Graph 23. recirculating exhaust gases during low loads used in the WLTC 
cycle has a positive influence on CO2 production during the whole testing procedure, whereas 
production of CO is influenced negatively. Also, as recirculating of exhaust gases has a negative 
impact on the combustion process as it works as burning retardant recirculating gases causes a 
higher production of unburned hydrocarbons. Lowering peak combustion temperature with 
EGR should reduce the production of NOx, but as can be seen on Graph 24. in my simulation 
recirculating exhaust gases caused increasing NOx production. This phenomenon will be 
discussed later. 
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Graph 24: WLTC cumulative results of HC and NOx 

 
4.3.2 WLTC AVERAGED EMISSION PRODUCTION 
As the vehicles in test procedures did not reach both same displacements are cumulative results 
averaged to 1 kilometer of vehicle displacement. Averaged values are corrected to target vehicle 
displacement by equation 11. 
 
Example of target distance correction for CO2 emission [12]: 
 

,Z[(&) = ,Z[(2Q$&^RP&) ∗
&<
&D

 

 
 

(11)  

Where:  ,Z[(&)  Corrected CO2 WLTC production   [g/km] 
  ,Z[	(2Q$&^RP&) Actual CO2 production   [g/km] 
  &<   Measured distance during test procedure [km] 
  &D   Target procedure distance   [km] 

This correction can be successfully used for another parameter. 

Table 24: Corrected averaged emission production for WLTC 

WLTC Averaged results 
Simulation type WLTC w/o EGR WLTC EGR 
Vehicle displacement [m] 23111 23019 
CO2             [g/km] 155,8 151,1 
CO2 corrected [g/km] 154,8 149,5 
CO              [g/km] 2,78 2,84 
COcorrected   [g/km] 2,76 2,8 
HC              [mg/km] 75,7 104,7 
HCcorrected    [mg/km] 75,2 103,5 
NOx                  [mg/km] 38,5 43,4 
NOx corrected [mg/km] 38,2 42,9 
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4.3.3 WLTC EGR ARCHITECTURES INFLUENCE ON EMISSION PRODUCTION 
To describe which EGR architecture is most efficient to WLTC cycle I decided to add to sensed 
values of species flowing downstream catalyst part criterium which EGR architecture was used 
from transient vehicle simulations. 
 

 
Graph 25: Architecture usage during WLTC 

 
During the WLTC simulation was the longest time used EGR architecture Type 2 and with 
slight difference circa 1,2% was also architecture Type 3 used the almost same time, whereas 
the shortest was used mode with shut off EGR system, where acceleration pedal position was 
above 95%. This mode was used only 0,34% of total time, which is around 6 second.  
 

 
Graph 26: Cumulative species reduction by each architecture used in WLTC 
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Graph 26. show how each EGR architecture contributed to final emission production. Positive 
values indicate a reduction in a system with EGR compared to a system without EGR, whereas 
negative values indicate that system with EGR had increased emission production compared to 
a system without EGR. This phenomenon will be discussed later 
 
4.4 HWFET EMISSIONS PRODUCTION SIMULATION RESULTS 
For describing HWFET simulation results was used similar process used in describing results 
at WLTC cycle. Compared were cumulative emissions, emission production averaged to 1 
kilometer of vehicle displacement and later proportion of each EGR architecture used in 
simulations. 
 
4.4.1 HWFET CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS COMPARISON 
In this part are compared vehicle cumulative emission productions. 
 

Table 25: HWFET Cumulative emission comparison. 

HWFET Cumulative results 
Simulation type HWFET w/o EGR HWFET EGR 
CO2 [g] 2042,96 1953,76 
HC [g] 0,66 0,85 
CO [g] 6,85 11,03 
NOx [g] 0,34 0,40 

 

 
Graph 27: HWFET cumulative results CO2 and CO 

 
Process of creating cumulative emissions is again without any significant peaks and falls. 
Raising amount of CO, HC and NOx with recirculating exhaust gases, I refer to properties of 
exhaust gases to work as fire retarder during combustion. 
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Graph 28: HWFET cumulative results of HC and NOx 

 
4.4.2 HWFET AVERAGED EMISSION PRODUCTION 
As the target vehicle displacement running HWFET is 16450 meters will be final averaged 
values of emission production corrected to this vehicle displacement by equation 11.  
 

Table 26: Corrected averaged emission production for HWFET 

HWFET Cumulative results 
Simulation type HWFET w/o EGR HWFET EGR 
Vehicle displacement [m] 16497 16461 
CO2            [g/km] 123,83 118,69 
CO2 corrected [g/km] 124,18 118,8 
CO              [g/km] 0,35 0,67 
COcorrected   [g/km] 0,35 0,67 
HC              [mg/km] 40 51,64 
HCcorrected    [mg/km] 40,1 51,67 
NOx                  [mg/km] 20,6 24,3 
NOx corrected [mg/km] 20,65 24,3 

 
Similarly, to WLTC is in HWFET engine almost whole test procedure using stoichiometric air-
fuel ratio already in simulations without EGR, therefore it does not occur to lower emission 
production for other species except CO2, as there is no potential to correct air-fuel ratio with 
addition of recirculated gases. 
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4.4.3 HWFET EGR ARCHITECTURES INFLUENCE ON EMISSION PRODUCTION 
Following graphs show how long had been which EGR architecture used in HWFET and how 
will each architecture type used in simulations affects emission production compared to the 
system without EGR. 
 

 
Graph 29: Architecture usage during HWFET 

 
Compared to WLTC has HWFET more staid speed profile which is most efficient for Type 2 
EGR architecture, which has been used for HWFET for 78% of the total time of the simulation. 
CO2 amount reduction made by this architecture is also significantly higher to other 
architectures used in HWFET, even if we consider duration and vehicle displacement of this 
test procedure it has significantly higher CO2 reduction than WLTC. 
 

 
Graph 30: Cumulative species reduction by each architecture used in HWFET 
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4.5 IMPOSED SPEED EMISSIONS PRODUCTION SIMULATION RESULTS 
Process of analyzing data computed for imposed speed vehicle model is similar to previous 
stages. This procedure besides previous models does not have specified transient speed profile 
but defined the constant speed of the vehicle and defined gear shifting times, therefore engine 
works except gear shifting moments with constant speed. 
 
4.5.1 IMPOSED SPEED MODEL CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS COMPARISON 
In this part are compared results of Imposed Speed Models with and without EGR. 
 

Table 27: ISM Cumulative emissions comparison 

ISM Cumulative results 
Simulation type ISM w/o EGR ISM EGR 
CO2 [g] 1479,77 1447,14 
HC [g] 1,25 1,02 
CO [g] 72,15 41,88 
NOx [g] 0,0096 0,124 

 
As in model with EGR occurs to adjusting air-fuel ratio closer to stoichiometric ratio compared 
to without EGR model occurs to decreasing the amount of products made by the imperfect 
burning process during combustion.  
 

 
Graph 31: ISM cumulative results CO2 and CO 

 
Same values of cumulative emissions at the beginning of simulations are caused by the fact that 
both vehicles models are starting the simulation with speed 130km/h which is lower than the 
target speed of the vehicle for the rest of the cycle. During speeding up to the target speed is 
acceleration pedal position at 100%, therefore in model with EGR occurs to shutting off EGR 
and system work as a model without EGR. 
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Graph 32: ISM cumulative results of HC and NOx 

 
4.5.2 IMPOSED SPEED MODE AVERAGED EMISSION PRODUCTION 
In previous cases were averaged results corrected by equation 11., where the main factor was 
target vehicle displacement for the specified test procedure. As imposed speed model does not 
have target vehicle displacement specified and even cannot be calculated from vehicle speed 
due to fact that vehicles are starting simulations with speed lower than the target speed, I 
decided to use as target vehicle displacement value of model which during simulation reached 
further displacement. Therefore, results for this model don’t have to be corrected anymore. 
 

Table 28: Corrected averaged emission production for ISM. 

ISM Averaged results 
Simulation type ISM w/o EGR ISM EGR 
Vehicle displacement [m] 6751 6740 
CO2             [g/km] - 214,7 
CO2 corrected [g/km] 219,2 214,4 
CO              [g/km] - 6,21 
COcorrected   [g/km] 10,68 6,2 
HC              [mg/km] - 151,3 
HCcorrected    [mg/km] 185,2 151 
NOx                  [mg/km] - 18,4 
NOx corrected [mg/km] 1,42 18,37 
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4.5.3 ISM EGR ARCHITECTURES INFLUENCE ON EMISSION PRODUCTION 
Percentage of time how much was each EGR architecture used is shown on the following graph. 
 

 
Graph 33: Architecture usage during ISM 

 
As the ISM operates with higher engine loads and speeds the most used EGR architecture is 
becoming Type 3. Architecture Type 2 according to the following graph was chosen incorrectly 
as the production of CO2 is even higher, but has a significant impact on decreasing production 
of CO. 
 

 

Graph 34: Cumulative species reduction by each architecture used in ISM 
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4.6 IMPACT OF EGR ON CATALYST TEMPERATURE 
 
In previous stages have been proven that recirculation specific amount of EGR can have a 
positive influence on engine fuel consumption, therefore also on the production of CO2. 
Another positive influence was observed during simulation in high engine speeds and loads, 
when with recirculating exhaust gases can be used air-fuel ratio closer to stoichiometric rate 
and avoid an excessive production of CO and unburned HC. In other scenarios, recirculating 
exhaust gases cause a higher production of HC, CO and NOx. Higher production of unburned 
hydrocarbons can be described by the fact that recirculated gases work as combustion 
retardants, even though excess of unburned hydrocarbons should be removed by oxidation 
reactions in TWC as well as excess of CO. Production of NOx should be also restricted as this 
product needs high temperature to be created and recirculating exhaust gases provably reduce 
peak temperature during combustion.  
 
All these aspect figures to improper function of TWC, which can be caused by slower heating 
up catalyst part in models with EGR compared to models without EGR. Due to this, I decided 
re-run simulations of TWC from the previous stage with additional temperature monitoring in 
the substrate of the catalyst part. All simulations start with initial temperature 20°C for the 
catalyst substrate as all other parts. 
 

 
Graph 35: Heating up of catalyst part 

 
In all computations had a system without EGR always higher temperature of catalyst substrate. 
Even during longer simulations (WLTC) was not a catalyst substrate of systems with EGR able 
to reach as high temperature as a system without EGR. As can be seen in Graph 36. the 
temperature of exhaust gases is an important factor for TWC efficiency. Due to Graph 36. 
course, even a small difference in exhaust gases temperature can have a significant impact on 
TWC efficiency. 
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Graph 36: Simplified TWC conversion efficiency dependence on the exhaust gases 

temperature for CO, HC and NOx [13] 

 
I consider this fact of lowering combustion temperature with EGR and therefore producing less 
hot exhaust gases as well as that, exhaust mass flow is reduced by the amount of recirculated 
gases with architecture Type 2-4, as the main factor for creating higher levels of pollutants in 
models with EGR. To prevent this could be catalysator placed closer to the engine to reach 
higher temperatures to operate. 
 
Note: Detailed efficiency conversion for each test cycle are shown in appendices – pages A4-
A5.
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5 SUMMARY OF EMISSION SIMULATIONS 
In previous stages, I dealt with how using different EGR architectures contribute to final vehicle 
emissions production during test cycle procedures. Following tables contains summarized data 
for a clearer overview of the influences of EGR. 
 
5.1 TEST CYCLES OVERVIEW 

Table 29: Summary of cumulative emissions 

Summary of cumulative emissions per cycle 

Cycle WLTC 
EGR 

WLTC 
NoEGR 

HWFET 
EGR 

HWFET 
NoEGR 

ISM 
EGR 

ISM 
NoEGR 

CO2   [g] 3477,6 3600,7 1953,76 2042,96 1447,14 1479,77 
HC    [g] 2,41 1,75 0,85 0,66 1,02 1,25 
CO    [g] 65,47 64,28 11,03 6,85 41,88 72,15 
NOx    [g] 1,0 0,89 0,40 0,34 0,124 0,0096 

 
Table 30: Summary of averaged values 

Summary of averaged emissions and fuel consumption per cycle 

Cycle WLTC 
EGR 

WLTC 
NoEGR 

HWFET 
EGR 

HWFET 
NoEGR 

ISM 
EGR 

ISM 
NoEGR 

CO2corrected  [g/km] 149,5 154,8 118,8 124,18 214,4 219,2 
COcorrected   [g/km] 2,8 2,76 0,67 0,35 6,2 10,68 
HCcorrected    [mg/km] 103,5 75,2 51,67 40,1 151 185,2 
NOx corrected [mg/km] 42,9 38,2 24,3 20,65 18,37 1,42 
Fuel consumption [g/km] 48,8 49,52 38 39,09 71,04 74,5 

 
These values of CO2 could be evaluated as slightly higher compared to a previously compared 
Škoda Superb (118 g/km of CO2, Engine: 1,5TSI / 110 kW ACT) reproduced from user´s 
manual [18], but I think this difference can be caused by small differences in vehicle and driver 
parameters. To difference can contribute also a fact, that in user´s manual is the value of 
averaged CO2 production calculated from the old NEDC test procedure. Other substances 
averaged values cannot be checked or compared to the real car, so I consider them only as 
informative values if occurs to increasing or decreasing with using EGR. 
 
Different EGR architectures were also monitored from the aspect of how long each type was 
used and how they contribute to final emission production. 
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WLTC SUMMARY 
 

Table 31: WLTC EGR different architectures partial results 

W
LT

C
 E

G
R

 

 Time 
used 
[s] 

Time 
used 
[%] 

CO2 
Reduction 

[g] 

HC 
Reduction 

[g] 

CO 
Reduction 

[g] 

NOx 
Reduction 

[g] 
Type 1 252 14,2 4,95 -0042 -0,27 0,028 
Type 2 723 40 59,13 -0,25 -7,76 -0,072 
Type 3 702 39 48,1 -0,32 4,12 -0,021 
Type 4 117 6,5 15,9 -0,009 3,28 -0,042 
NoEGR 6 0,3 -4,94 -0,026 -0,57 2,3E-06 
Suma: 1800 100 123 -0,66 -1,2 -0,11 

 
From the measured values results that for WLTC test procedure are most beneficial low-
pressure EGR architectures Type 2 and Type 3, which were used most of the time and had the 
biggest impact on vehicle CO2 production and therefore on vehicle fuel consumption. It is worth 
mention impact of architecture Type 4 on CO2 production, despite that this architecture was 
used shortest time from all EGR architectures. 
 
For vehicles running WLTC for homologation test in production series, I would recommend a 
combination of low-pressure architectures Type 2 and Type 3 as they together contribute 87% 
to overall CO2 production reduction and were used 79% time of the whole cycle lasting. 
 
HWFET SUMMARY 
 

Table 32: HWFET EGR different architectures partial results 

H
W

FE
T 

EG
R

 

 Time 
used 
[s] 

Time 
used 
[%] 

CO2 

Reduction 
[g] 

HC 
Reduction 

[g] 

CO 
Reduction 

[g] 

NOx 

Reduction 
[g] 

Type 1 22 3 1,38 -0,005 0,04 0,024 
Type 2 597 78 80,55 -0,107 -1,22 0,272 
Type 3 27 3,5 9,14 0,009 0,25 0,010 
Type 4 8 1 1,06 -0,002 0,09 0,001 
NoEGR 111 14,5 -2,99 -0,085 -3,33 0,033 
Suma: 765 100 89,15 -0,19 -4,16 0,34 

 
For the HWFET testing procedure results that the most beneficial would be architecture Type 
2, which has been used almost 600 seconds from 765 seconds long testing procedure. Usage 
time corresponds with the impact on fuel consumption and CO2 production compared to the 
other architectures. 
 
Similarly, as for the WLTC, I would recommend a combination of both Type 2 and Type 3 
EGR architectures as together they contribute to final CO2 production reduction even more than 
final reduction was and were used 81,5% of simulation time. 
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IMPOSED SPEED VEHICLE MODEL 
 

Table 33: ISM EGR different architectures partial results 

IS
M

 E
G

R
 

 Time 
used 
[s] 

Time 
used 
[%] 

CO2 
Reduction 

[g] 

HC 
Reduction 

[g] 

CO 
Reduction 

[g] 

NOx 
Reduction 

[g] 
Type 1 2 1 0,49 0,00 -0,210 0,000 
Type 2 45 25 -4,20 0,09 21,822 -0,001 
Type 3 122 67,5 34,49 0,16 9,444 -0,095 
Type 4 3 1,5 1,52 0,01 2,127 -0,019 
NoEGR 9 5 -0,15 -0,03 -2,996 0,002 
Suma: 180 100 32,15 0,22 30,187 -0,114 

 
For higher engine loads and speeds is the most beneficial architecture Type 3, which has been 
used for 122 seconds from 180 long testing procedure, with the biggest impact on vehicle CO2 
production. Worth mentioning is in this simulation also architecture Type 2 which contributes 
to overall CO reduction with the biggest part, even with only 45 seconds total usage. 
 
Note: Negative values in tables above means negative results models without EGR and models 
with EGR. Therefore, if a negative value occurs it means that the model without EGR had better 
results than a model with EGR. 
 
Note 2: Results of summarized species reductions by different EGR architectures can differ 
little from the difference of cumulative results of systems with and without EGR as they are 
acquired by different ways and number rounding. Cumulative results were acquired by integral 
function during GT-Power simulation of a continuous process, whereas reductions for each 
EGR architecture Type were computed externally from exported data with small time step 
smaller than 0,1 second. 
 
Note 3: Negative values in model with EGR implemented, during the time this system was shut 
off are caused by the inability of the system react to requested vehicle acceleration as 
progressively as the system completely without EGR. As the driver part operates at EGR 
models overall with already increased acceleration position compared to the model without 
EGR, during demands on more aggressive vehicle acceleration it can in some cases generate 
step changes of acceleration pedal position over 95% which causes shutting off EGR system. 
During this time system produces a higher amount of emissions compared to a system without 
EGR, working with constantly smaller accelerator pedal position. I believe that with the more 
sophisticated predictive strategy of shutting offt he EGR system continuously instead of a step 
change could be this aspect completely removed. 
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5.2 EGR ARCHITECTURES OVERVIEW 
In this stage I will clarify different EGR architectures aspects resulting from transient 
simulations and compare them. 
 

 
Figure 24: EGR architectures scheme 

 
TYPE 1 
This architecture has been in all transient simulations used less, mainly due to the fact of a small 
area of predicted usage showed in graph 11. As I mentioned earlier small area of usage is caused 
by not suitable pressure difference for this architecture in other engine loads and speeds. To 
spread and research this area can be considered an additional component ensuring requested 
mass flow through EGR pipeline. If this architecture was used it caused a reduction of fuel 
consumption with increased throttle angle and therefore decreasing pumping losses generated 
by it. The benefit of this architecture can be higher exhaust mass flow through the catalyst part 
compared to the other architectures. 
 
TYPE 2 
Most used EGR architecture in conventional testing procedures. Pressure differences at EGR 
pipelines ends reliable ensure target EGR gases. Was used mainly during steady-speeds of the 
vehicle without any aggressive accelerating, which can be proved by HWFET, where this 
architecture was used 78% of the total simulating time. As well as Type 1 fuel consumption 
reduction is ensured by reducing pumping loses on the throttle body. 
 
TYPE 3 
Second most used architecture in WLTC most suitable for higher engine loads and in case 
Imposed Speed Model also for higher engine speeds. From usage in higher engine loads can be 
predicted usage during acceleration states of the vehicle in real on road usage. This can be again 
proved on WLTC, where accelerating states occurs frequently, and Type 3 architecture was 
used nearly 40% of the time. From Imposed Speed model can be predicted usage in high engine 
speeds. This architecture ensures lowering fuel consumption by a combination of reducing 
pumping throttles at the throttle body and if it is possible correcting the default value of air-fuel 
ratio closer to the stoichiometric ratio. Correcting the air-fuel ratio causes considerably lower 
production of pollutants. 
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Paired with Type 2 it could be an ideal choice for mass-produced cars as one system would be 
used for accelerating states of the vehicle and another one for steady speed of vehicles in non-
urban areas and highway roads. 
 
TYPE 4 
Least used EGR architecture among all architectures, mostly due to the difficulty to reach 
highest engine loads at highest speeds for a longer time to prove functionality. Even at 
artificially created test procedure – ISM, was not the system used for a longer time. The power 
output of engine generated in the area of speeds and loads predicted for Type 4 is big enough 
at lower gear numbers to accelerate the vehicle to maximal engine speed, where became to fuel 
cut to prevent overspeed of the engine. At higher gears number it is difficult to reach conditions 
to switch on Type 4, due to the high speed of the vehicle. Nevertheless, the efficiency of this 
architecture was proved succesfully in steady-state simulations on the beginning of my thesis, 
therefore I consider it could be implemented into gasoline combustion engines operating at the 
highest ranges of rated powers, typically generator usage. Potential for usage in mass-produced 
passengers’ cars could be usage in hybrid vehicles where combustion engine with relatively 
small displacement and rated power output is coupled with an electric motor. Electric motor 
covers low vehicle speeds, cooperate with small displacement combustion engine during 
accelerating states. High speeds in non-urban areas and highway are covered fully by the 
combustion engine, which due to small displacement works at power outputs limits. Another 
usage could be to work as “range extender” at fully electric vehicles. 
 
EGR AT SPARK IGNITED ENGINES WORKING WITH A LEAN MIXTURE 
Another benefit of using EGR at gasoline engines can be usage in engines operating with the 
lean air-fuel mixture. In past years has been used way of direct injecting gasoline fuel, which is 
layered in a moment of ignition near sparkplug in stoichiometric ratio to successful ignition. 
With increasing distance from sparkplug is air-fuel mixture leaner even under the limit of 
ignitability with sparkplug, but once the combustion began in the area of stoichiometric ratio it 
is no a problem to continue even to areas with an extremely lean mixture. As this mixture 
contains an excess of air it becomes to increasing NOx in exhaust gases, which have to be 
removed in additional LNT catalyst part, requiring regular regeneration with air-fuel ratio 
enrichment. Cooled exhaust gases could replace this air excess in the intaking air-fuel mixture 
to prevent the production of NOx, as well as the ability of exhaust gases decreasing peak 
temperature during combustion and therefore the production of NOx, similarly to reducing NOx 
production at CI-engines. 
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CONCLUSION 
This master´s thesis was focused on comparing different low-pressure and high-pressure EGR 
cooled architectures and their impact on gasoline turbocharged engine. Individual architectures 
varied in places where the gases are taken from an exhaust pipeline and were led to the intake 
pipeline. There were three places where were exhaust gases taken from: between catalyst part 
and muffler, between the catalyst part and turbocharger and upstream turbocharger part. A 
place, where cooled exhaust gases were led to, were only two: upstream and downstream 
compressor part of turbocharged. With a combination of these places and respect to the pressure 
difference and intended direction of mass flow, we can get three low-pressure EGR 
architectures and one high-pressure EGR architecture. Each of this of EGR architectures was 
placed into a simulation of the engine where has been studied the impact of various percentages 
of recirculated gases in intaking air at the full range of engine speeds and loads to engine 
characteristic at steady states. Monitored characteristic were mainly engine power output, 
BSFC, peak temperature during combustion at desired engine speeds. Target was to find the 
same power output as a reference engine without EGR with the best value of fuel consumption. 
Data of used EGR architectures and percentages of recirculated gases with lowest engine fuel 
consumption were lately used for creating data maps for transient engine model simulations. 
 
I decided to compare engines behaviors at normalized test cycles, therefore I had to design 
vehicle models, where the engine was coupled with transmission to a vehicle. There were also 
needed to design a control system of the vehicle and engine to successfully run a normalized 
test. This was mostly made by GT-Power regulating parts and simple logic operations. Again 
were compared two models, one which contains engine without EGR and the second one which 
contains all four EGR architectures between which have been switched automatically 
dependably on previously discovered data in steady-state simulations. Similarly to this was 
made regulation for the amount of recirculated gases. During transient simulations were also 
sensed compositions, amounts and temperatures of exhaust gases, for later simulations of TWC.  
As the testing procedure was initially chosen WLTC cycle, but later due to the fact that engine 
running this cycle used only small area engine loads and speed was chosen HWFET test 
procedure. This test used the larger area of engine loads and speeds, but it was still only a small 
part of full engine characteristic. To prove correct functionality of the EGR system in higher 
engine loads and speeds I decided to create own test procedure where the engine runs higher 
speeds and loads. 
 
In all testing procedures were proved positive influence of EGR on CO2 production averaged 
per 1 kilometer of the testing procedure compared to vehicle model without EGR. However, it 
also caused increasing production of others monitored exhalations. I attribute this increasing to 
improper function of TWC as with recirculating exhaust gases it occurs to decreasing 
temperature of produced exhaust gases and resultant slower heating up and overall unability to 
reach temperatures as high as without EGR for catalysator part. Speed of heating up catalysator 
part is also negatively influenced by the lowering exhaust mass flow used for recirculation. 
 
Only in the testing process where high engine loads and speed were simulated occurs to 
decreasing amount of produced pollutants with recirculating exhaust gases as this system could 
use air-fuel ratio closer to stoichiometric ratio keeping peak temperatures during combustion 
bellow temperatures reached using reference engine running on rich air-fuel ratio. 
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EGR [-] Exhaust Gas Recirculation 

w/o EGR [-] System without EGR 

WLTC [-] World  

HWFET [-] Highway Fuel and Economy Test Procedure 

ISM [-] Imposed Speed Model 

LTC [-] Low Temperature Combustion 

SI [-] Spark Ignited 

CI [-] Compression Ignited 

PMR [-] Power to Mass Ratio 

TWC [-] Three-Way Catalyst 

NA [-] Not Available 

EPA [-] U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

TDC [-] Top Dead Center 

Cd [-] Discharge Coefficient 

CO2 [-] Carbon Dioxide 

CO [-] Carbon Monoxide 

HC [-] Unburned HydroCarbons 

NOx [-] Nitrogen Oxides 

ƛ [-] Excess of Air (Lambda) 

φ [-] Inverted value of Lambda 

BMEP [bar] Break Mean Effective Pressure 

BSFC [g/kW.h] Brake Specific Fuel Consumption 

CO2AR [g/s] Averaged CO2 reduction per second 
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App. 3: Model comparison to real car 

Engine and vehicle model comparision to series production car 

Part/ Units Virtual model Škoda Superb 3, 
1,5TSI [18] 

Engine 
displacement [cm3] 1524 1498 

Engine power [kW] 112 110 
Engine 

construction [-] 4-Stroke, 4 Cylinder, 
Gasoline 

4-Stroke, 4 Cylinder, 
Gasoline 

Bore [mm] [mm] 81 74,5 
Stroke [mm] [mm] 74 85,9 

Compression ratio [-] 10,1:1 10,5:1 
Vehicle mass inc. 

driver [kg] 1540 1452 

Transmission [-] 6 6 

Gear ratios 
 [-] 

I. 4,848 
II. 2,872 
III. 1,842 
IV. 1,414 
V.       1 
VI. 0,742 

I. 4,111 
II. 2,118 
III. 1,360 
IV. 1,029 
V. 0,867 
VI. 0,733 

Final drive ratio [-] 2,77 3,647 
Tire roling radius [mm] 334 334 

Airdrag coefficient [-] 0,33 0,3 
Frontal area [m2] 2,3 NA 

 
These values are just for comparision, that parameters used in simulations could have similar 
values to a real series producer car. 
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App. 6: EGR Type and percentage WLTC with EGR 

 

 

App. 7: BMEP and Engine speed WLTC with EGR 
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App. 8: EGR Type and percentage HWFET with EGR 

 

App. 9: App. 10: BMEP and Engine speed HWFET with EGR 
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